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Abstract. The knowledge of knowing peoples’ personality is found to be useful for multiple purposes, including in the ﬁeld of commercial and social studies. Recent studies
of automatically assigning a personal proﬁle to the users of social media have emerged
within the last decade as using personality measuring instruments was considered impractical in the online context. Though being a part of a massive amount of activities in
social media, only a few studies have reviewed the approach of automatically recognizing
the Bahasa Indonesia speaking users. Previous studies indicated that dataset remains a
serious limitation in the ﬁeld of study, where obtaining a large amount of labelled data is
expensive and time-consuming. With that in mind, we present a practical and eﬀective
approach to utilize the abundance of unlabeled data in a semi-supervised learning setting
using the label propagation model. With the highest ROC AUC score of 0.93 as achieved
by the Super Learner algorithm, the presented method could be considered as a sensible
approach as a means of overcoming the dataset limitation.
Keywords: Semi-supervised learning, Automatic personality recognition, The Big Five
Personality Model, Bahasa Indonesia, Super Learner

1. Introduction. Over the last decade, social network penetration worldwide is ever increasing. In 2018, statistics displayed that 71% of Internet users are social media users1 .
The number is expected to grow for the next following years. Facebook, YouTube, WhatsApp, Instagram, and Twitter are among the most popular social media platform worldwide. Twitter alone has a considerable amount of 326 monthly active users throughout
multiple countries in the world per 2018.
As the most popular online activities in the world, social media involves users to share
their thoughts, opinions, and feelings through their posts on the platform. Through these
activities, users generated a massive amount of contents in forms of texts, photos, sounds,
and videos. Many researchers harness the user-generated data to automatically infer their
personality in various approaches on multiple environments based on personality traits [1].
This type of study is typically referred to as Automatic Personality Recognition (APR).
One of the most popular forms of inferring the users’ personality is through analyzing
the users’ writings as there exist strong correlations between human personality and their
linguistic cues [2,3]. For example, researchers have developed a variety of approaches to
automatically infer the users’ personality using data from the myPersonality project [4-6],
a dataset containing personality data from thousands of users from Facebook [7]. The
DOI: 10.24507/icicel.13.09.797
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knowledge of individuals’ personality provides insights that could be used for multiple
purposes. These include making preferences predictions and enhancing recommendation
systems [8], predicting stock market [9], and detecting real-time events [10]. The exploration of APR continues as researchers attempted APR in multiple languages, some of
which are English [11,12], Chinese [13], and Tagalog [14].
Previous studies have been done to develop approaches on APR in Bahasa Indonesia
[15-17]. However, there are limitations when performing such studies. One primary
blocker in the ﬁeld of the study is the dataset limitation. Depending on the context,
datasets available to perform APR in Bahasa Indonesia are extremely limited and kept in
private. As the nature of the available dataset requires text mining from social media and
manual labelling from psychological experts [15,18], the process of expanding the dataset
to contain a large amount of labelled users’ data is expensive and time-consuming.
The focus of the study is to perform APR in Bahasa Indonesia. The study presents
an implementation and evaluation of a semi-supervised approach to overcome the stated
dataset limitation of performing APR in Bahasa Indonesia. We present the approach
of utilizing the label propagation model to combine the use of both labelled data and
additional unlabeled data in a semi-supervised learning setting.
We begin by brieﬂy introducing the Big Five Personality Model and its personality
measuring instruments. Equally important, we present related works and the existing
trends on building an APR system. Furthermore, we explain the steps of implementing
APR to predict the personality of Bahasa Indonesia speaking users. We present and
discuss the classiﬁers performance on predicting the users’ personality in a semi-supervised
setting. Finally, we perform a comparative analysis on scenarios to prove whether or not
satisfying a semi-supervised characteristic in regards of the dataset distribution helps the
classiﬁers’ performance to predict the user’s personality.
2. Literature Review.
2.1. The Big Five Personality Model. The Big Five, which is also commonly referred as Five-Factor Model, is the most widely accepted and used model to assign a
personal proﬁle to an individual [1,19]. As the name implies, the Big Five Personality
Model separates human personality into ﬁve diﬀerent dimensions [1,20,21]: Agreeableness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Neuroticism, and Openness to Experience.
Standardized instruments are developed to measure an individual’s personality based
on the Big Five Personality Model. The most comprehensive measuring instrument is the
NEO Personality Inventory, Revised (NEO-PI-R) which comprised 240 questions [22].
The instrument, however, was considered too long. Since then, many studies devised
newer and shorter measuring instruments to infer a person’s personality based on the
personality model. The most common measuring device used is the Big-Five Inventory
(BFI) which is built upon 44 questions, and NEO Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI) which
comprised 50 items [23].
Methods of measuring an individual’s personality using the stated measuring instruments are considered as impractical and time-consuming especially in the online context.
People may be reluctant to ﬁll lengthy questionnaires to get recommendation and personalization in online activities [1]. Therefore, new methods that automatically predict
people’s personality are studied among the researchers.
2.2. Automatic personality recognition and related works. APR is a ﬁeld of study that aims to automatically assign a personality proﬁle to an individual from their
digital footprints [4,11]. [25] pioneered the study of inferring individual’s personality on
social media. They examine the correlation between Facebook usage and the Big Five
Personality Model. Although some correlations were found to be negative, they revealed
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trends between the Extraversion and Openness to Experience dimensions and the usage
of Facebook.
Several approaches of APR have been conducted on diﬀerent platforms [16]. One of the
most commonly used methods is by utilizing text analysis tool Linguistic Inquiry Word
Count (LIWC). The tool enables researchers to extract information from text using the
pre-deﬁned dictionaries in diﬀerent categories encompassing linguistic dimensions, psychological processes, and grammatical categories [2,26]. For example, [6] utilized language
features that are extracted using LIWC, social network features, time-related features,
and content-based features to devise an approach of predicting personalities of 250 Facebook users of the myPersonality project. The use of myPersonality project on APR
studies remains popular as many researchers utilized the data collected from the project
[4,6,11,27].
The usage of user-generated contents from Twitter is also valuable from predicting the
personality of individuals. The popular dataset of Twitter is derived from the myPersonality project as hundreds of participants link their Twitter account to their posts [1].
Using the dataset, [12] devised an approach that employed Gaussian Process and ZeroR
to predict Twitter users’ personality using language features produced by LIWC and MRC psycholinguistic database along with additional features of Twitter use and sentiment
analysis. Meanwhile, [28] attempted user behavioral analysis of 335 Twitter users of the
myPersonality project participant.
In spite of the existing trends of utilizing text analysis tools, e.g., LIWC and MRC,
and well-established datasets, in particular, the myPersonality project, the same method
cannot be applied in the case of studies on APR in Bahasa Indonesia as it only supports
a selected set of languages. Therefore, researchers who studied APR in Bahasa Indonesia
used open-vocabulary approaches which centered to analyze the users’ choice of words.
[17] applied text tokenization, stop-words removal, and stemming on the users’ writing
and weighed each token using the tf-idf weighting scheme. With that in mind, they
assumed that the meaning of every word remains accurate after being translated. The
similar open-vocabulary approach was applied by [18]. The results showed that building
an accurate APR system for Bahasa Indonesia is achievable without the use of predeﬁned
dictionaries (i.e., LIWC, MRC).
Furthermore, recent studies have also devised semi-supervised approaches to build APR
models. [29] proposed an approach called PERSOMA (PERsonality prediction in SOcial
Media datA) which was built upon three main modules. On the other hand, [30] conducted a semi-supervised APR approach to predict Microblog users’ personality using a
Local Linear Semi-Supervised Regression (LLSSR). From users’ public information, they
extracted 47 features that could be divided into several categories, namely the user’s
personal proﬁle, the user’s social circle, the user’s social activities, and the user’s social
habit.
3. Research Methodology. We started the research by developing an updated dataset
in which we combine both labelled and unlabeled data into a single union. Afterwards, we
perform text preprocessing to reduce noises and to prepare the dataset to be able to be fed
into the machine learning system. Subsequently, we implemented the label propagation
model to classify (label) the unlabeled data by utilizing the labelled data. Finally, with all
data set up, we perform the classiﬁcation process in which we utilize two machine learning
algorithms, namely Stochastic Gradient Descent and Super Learner. The research was
built on python with the scikit-learn [31] and other numerous libraries. Figure 1 displays
an overview of the research process.
3.1. Data collection. We utilized and expanded the Twitter dataset in Bahasa Indonesia as developed by [18] that comprises the data of 250 Twitter users. First, adopting the
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Figure 1. The research methodology overview
Twitter Use Information
Tweet Count
Favorites Count
Quote Count
Followers Count Retweet Count Mention Count
Following Count Retweeted Count Reply Count
Hashtag Count
URL Count
Figure 2. The ﬁnal set of Twitter usage information extracted in the data
collection stage
exact same steps as Ong et al., we added additional data to the dataset by retrieving the
data of 258 Indonesian Twitter users. For each user, we obtained the latest 150 tweets
along with a set of the user’s Twitter usage information as displayed in Figure 2. Following the previous studies [16,32], the Twitter usage information set consists of the data in
Figure 2.
Afterwards, we formatted the extracted data into an Excel ﬁle and sent to the same
set of psychology experts as stated in the said study. We, then, continued to extract
Indonesian Twitter data in which we managed to retrieve additional 450 users’ data. Due
to the psychology experts’ time constraints, we were unable to make further annotation
request. With the labelled and unlabeled data setup, we merged them into a union and
converted them into a Python dataset. After merging, our ﬁnal dataset comprises the
data of 958 Indonesian Twitter users where 508 and 450 users are labelled and unlabeled
consecutively.
3.2. Data preprocessing. We developed a preprocessing program to reduce noises of
the existing dataset. Adopting and modifying the preprocess steps taken from previous
studies [15,17,18], the program involves several preprocessing steps which are stated as
follows.
1) Replacing hashtags and mentions with tokens
The program replaces hashtags with the “[HASHTAG]” token, whereas mentions
are replaced with “[UNAME]”.
2) Removing URL and emojis
Using pre-deﬁned regular expressions, any URLs and emojis are omitted from the
text.
3) Removing stop words
The program ﬁlters stop words in Bahasa Indonesia. The list of Bahasa Indonesia’s
stop words is taken from [33].
4) Tokenizing and converting text to n-gram range
For each of the users, the program tokenizes the user’s writing into a collection of
a single word. Afterwards, the tokenization result is converted to an n-gram range by
combining unigram and bigram.
5) Applying the term-frequency weighting scheme
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As we planned to implement APR using open-vocabulary approach, we weighed each
element of the n-gram range collection using the normalized term-frequency weighting
scheme. The normalized term-frequency weighting scheme, commonly abbreviated as
tf, uses the function (1) to weigh each element.
tf (t, d) =

ft,d
max {ft′ ,d : t′ ∈ d}

(1)

tf (t, d) = the weight of term t given document d; ft,d = the number of occurrences of
term t in document d; max {ft′ ,d : t′ ∈ d} = the raw frequency of the most occurring
term in document d.
As the function displays, each term-frequency weight is scaled and translated such
that the maximum value of each feature in the data is set to be 1.0.
6) Feature selection
The problem with an open-vocabulary approach, where we utilize the use of n-gram
and tf weighting scheme, is that it generates a massive amount of features [15,17]. To
reduce noises in the generated features as a means of improving the eﬀectiveness of
learning, we only took the top 1000 highest scoring features based on the computed
ANOVA F-values.
3.3. Label propagation. We adopted the label propagation model as devised by [34]
to estimate labels for each unlabeled data point using the labelled data. First, we denote
l and u as the quantity of labelled and unlabeled data points in that order. Let Xo =
(x1 , y1 ), . . ., (xl , yl ) be a collection of observed data, where Yo = {y1 , . . ., yn } is the predeﬁned class for each of the observed data points. We refer Xo as the labelled data points
since pre-deﬁned classes are known for each element of the data collection. Then, let
(xn+1 , yn+1 ), . . ., (xl+u , yl+u ) be a collection of unlabeled data where Yu = {yn+1 , . . ., yn+u }
is a set of classes that remain unobserved. Typically, the unlabeled data points should be
larger in quantity than the labelled data points in. Therefore, we assume l < u. The goal
of this model is to apply transductive inference that estimates Yu from Xo and Yo .
The model set up a fully-connected graph in which labelled and unlabeled data are
connected. Afterwards, it deﬁnes the edge weight wij , where ij is an edge that connects
node i to node j. The calculation of the edge weight wij , which in this case is based on
the local Euclidean distance, is deﬁned as (2).
( ∑D (
) )
( 2 )
d
d 2
di,j
x
−
x
i
j
wij = exp − 2 = exp − d=1 2
(2)
σ
σ
wij = the weight of edge ij that connects node i to j; σ = the control parameter; d2ij =
the Euclidian distance from node i to j.
It is important to be noted that each node has a soft label which could be propagated
to other closely located nodes. The higher the edge’s weight of two connected nodes, the
more probable that it would transition a label from a node to the other. The probabilistic
label transition matrix, which we refer as matrix T whose dimension is (l + u) × (l + u)
could be deﬁned as:
wij
(3)
Tij = P (j → i) = ∑l+u
k=1 wkj
Tij = the transition probability to jump from node j to i; wij = weight of an edge that
∑
connects node i to j; l+u
k=1 wkj = total weight of edges in the transition matrix T .
The model also deﬁnes label matrix Y = (l + u) × C with arbitrary initialization. The
i-th row of the matrix represents the label probability distribution of node xi . Finally,
the algorithm proceeds with the following main steps.
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1) Propagate Y ← T Y
In this step, each node propagates its labels for one step. Self-loop is included in
the propagation process.
2) Row-normalizeY
The model applies row-normalization to matrix Y as a means of maintaining the
label probability interpretation.
3) Apply soft clamping to the initially labelled data
The last step applies to clamping to the nodes whose labels are initially deﬁned.
The stage aims to persist the initially labelled nodes that ‘fade away’ in the label
propagation process.
4) Repeat from 1 until Y converges
We utilized the label propagation model of scikit-learn to implement the explained
algorithm. First, we deﬁne a speciﬁc class “−1” for each unlabeled data point. The
class “−1” represents Yu , a set of unobserved class that will be estimated by employing
labelled data points. Next, we merged the labelled and unlabeled data into a single
collection which could be denoted as (x1 , y1 ), . . ., (xl+u , yl+u ). Finally, we run the label
propagation model on the obtained collection of data to propagate the labels of the
labelled data to every unlabeled data point.
3.4. Classification process. The classiﬁcation process in this APR study is a multilabel classiﬁcation as the personality model consists of multiple traits. Meaning, in the
context of the Big Five Personality Model, each person has ﬁve labels for ﬁve personality
traits as deﬁned in the model. We transform each label into a binary form where a person
scored as “HIGH” in a particular trait is denoted as “1”, whereas “0” is denoted for the
opposite.
With the classiﬁcation case deﬁned, we built one binary classiﬁer for each trait of the
Big Five Personality Model. Adapting from a previous study [15], the classiﬁers were
built on two algorithms namely: Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), and Super Learner
[35]. The two classiﬁers were proven to have a strong performance when solving problems
that utilizes similar dataset.
As it may be noticed, our dataset labelled, and unlabeled distribution does not comply
with the characteristic of semi-supervised learning. A semi-supervised learning characteristic stated that, typically, the unlabeled is assumed to be a lot more in quantity as
compared to the labelled data points [34,36]. However, we only managed to get 450
unlabeled data which is lower in quantity than the 508 labelled data points. For that
reason, we attempted a scenario where we randomly sampled down the labelled data
points to signiﬁcantly reduce the number and satisfy the stated semi-supervised learning
characteristic. Overall, scenarios attempted in this study are as follows.
1) Without undersampling
We utilized all data collected, in a sense, the said semi-supervised characteristic is
not satisﬁed. In this scenario, 508 labelled and 450 unlabeled data points were put
into the machine learning training and testing scheme.
2) With undersampling
We undersampled to signiﬁcantly reduce the labelled data points to an amount of 100
data, meaning, 100 and 450 labelled and unlabelled data were utilized in the scenario.
This scenario was attempted as a means of complying the stated characteristic of
semi-supervised learning.
We measure the performance of each classiﬁer by calculating the ROC AUC score.
ROC AUC is deﬁned as the measurement of the area under the ROC curve [37]. First, we
deﬁne the ROC curve by plotting True Positive Rate (TPR) against False Positive Rate
(FPR) at multiple thresholds to cover the low and high values. Finally, the area under
the ROC curve is measured to get the ROC AUC score.
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4. Results and Discussion. In this section, we present and discuss the classiﬁers’ performances on predicting users’ personality in a semi-supervised approach. Before any
training and testing scheme, we implemented semi-supervised model by classifying the
labels of all unlabeled data using the label propagation model such that, every unlabeled
data point that is denoted as the class “−1” will be transformed into either the “1”
(HIGH) or the “0” (LOW) class. Afterwards, with all data classiﬁed, we performed k-fold
cross-validation scheme with k = 10 and reported the evaluation performance score of all
classiﬁers on the previously mentioned scenarios.
Table 1 displays the classiﬁers’ performance where all data are utilized. Meanwhile,
Table 2 shows the classiﬁers’ performance of the scenario where we sampled down the labelled data to 100. Thoroughly, based on an ROC AUC interpretation score as presented
by [38], the semi-supervised learning developed in the study successfully achieved good to
excellent performances with the highest average score of 0.93 ROC AUC. The label propagation model implemented in study was able to capture the data distribution and classify
unlabelled data as the machine learning performance shows a compelling performance on
predicting the users’ personality. Moreover, the result indicates that by satisfying the
semi-supervised learning characteristic, the performance of both classiﬁer algorithms was
successfully improved. Though not signiﬁcantly, undersampling the labelled data helped
to reduce the probability of the occurrence of mislabeled training data. This, in turn,
helps the label propagation model to use less noisy labelled data points to estimate and
generalize the unobserved data better. For that reason, the ability of each classiﬁer to
predict the users’ personality was boosted.
Table 1. ROC AUC achieved by each algorithm in the scenario where 508
labelled and 450 unlabeled were used
ROC AUC
AGR CON EXT NEU OPN Average
Super Learner 0.853 0.861 0.914 0.875 0.824
0.8654
SGDC
0.799 0.859 0.856 0.834 0.808
0.8312
Classifier

Table 2. ROC AUC achieved by each algorithm in the scenario where the
labelled data were sampled down to 100 users
ROC AUC
AGR CON EXT NEU OPN Average
Super Learner 0.937 0.935 0.929 0.944 0.913
0.9316
SGDC
0.905 0.919 0.908 0.944 0.855
0.9062
Classifier

On the other hand, the result shows that the performance of an ensemble learning that
is implemented using the Super Learner classiﬁer is more superior as compared to a more
traditional machine learning algorithm, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). The Super
Learner managed to get the highest average ROC AUC score of 0.931 in the undersampling
scenario. Though not signiﬁcantly better as compared to SGD, the use of an ensemble
learning is still preferable as compared to a more traditional model. This ﬁnding remains
consistent with the results presented in the previous study [15], where various supervised
learning approaches were implemented and evaluated.
5. Conclusions. In conclusion, we successfully devised an eﬀective and practical approach of semi-supervised learning in APR for Bahasa Indonesia. Evaluation results from
the iterations of 10-fold cross-validation show that the prediction model that was built on
Super Learner managed achieved the highest ROC AUC score of 0.93, while Stochastic
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Gradient Descent Classiﬁer achieved 0.90 ROC AUC. Though not signiﬁcantly better,
satisfying the stated semi-supervised approach characteristic was proven to improve the
performance of the APR system to predict users’ personality from data in Bahasa Indonesia as compared to the scenario where the characteristic was not satisﬁed. When labelled
data are expensive and time-consuming to obtain, utilizing the abundance of unlabeled
data in a semi-supervised setting using the label propagation model is a sensible and
practical option to be performed.
Further exploration could be done with unsupervised learning approach as labelled data
are scarce and expensive. Future studies could also devise a closed-vocabulary approach
for APR in Bahasa Indonesia where text analysis tools are only available for selected
languages. Closed-vocabulary methods allow more in-depth analysis to be studied as it
considers the meaning of each word of the users’ choice.
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